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Kenneth Watkins,  KE5ISN 

 

   On the weekend of November 19th, I had the pleasure, with KE5UES, KE5UET, 
KD5WRO, and KB5DLK with his son, Thomas, in providing communications support 
for the Rocket 100 Air Race.  This was an effort of STXARES and Milam County ARES. 
The Rocket 100 is an airplane race for sports airplane owners where the entrants race 
against the clock.  The race started in Taylor and headed east to Tangelwood in Lee 
County.  From there, it turned south to Lake Somerville, then north to Hearne.  From 
Hearne turning west to Lake Granger, and then south, returning back to Taylor.  This 
proved to be an interesting challenge due to the distances involved.  HF, 2 meter 
repeaters and 2 meter simplex were used in providing the communications.  Amateur 
radio operators were located at the turn points and reported back to race headquarters 
when a plane made the turn.   
   The airplanes ranged from bi-planes to experimental to military aircraft.  Many of the 
planes you could hear coming and then be surprised to see a rear prop plane making its 
turn overhead at 200 + MPH.  From this we learned that some of the 2 meter repeaters 
did not have the coverage desired and at the same time, NVIS HF propagation was able 
to perform exceptionally well for the short distances involved.  Look forward to working 
this event next year. 
   While on the subject of HF, the FCC has issued a R&O for 60 meters.  PEP is being 
increased to 100 watts, one new channel is gained, but with the loss of one channel.  The 
main plus is that several digital modes will now be allowed.  The news rules will take 
effect sometime in December.  Thirty day notice in the Federal Register is required and 
as of November 21, the R&O had not been published in the Register.  For more detailed 
information go to http://www.fcc.gov/document/amateur-radio-service-5-mhz 
   It is hard to believe that my term as president is coming to a close.  It has been an honor 
and a privilege to serve as president of the Central Texas Amateur Radio Club for the 
past two years.  It is with great pleasure that I pass the reigns to the very capable Priscilla 
Beauregard, KE5UES.  Thank you to all the members, officers and board members for 
your support. 
   See you at the Christmas Party. 
 
- 73 de KE5ISN 
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    Holiday Dinner at Schoepf’sHoliday Dinner at Schoepf’sHoliday Dinner at Schoepf’sHoliday Dinner at Schoepf’s        
    

…This dinner get-together to be held in lieu of our regular December meeting… 
 

Tuesday, December 6
th

 at 7:00 PM 
 

Schoepf’s Old Time Pit Bar-B-Que 
 

702 East Central Avenue in Belton 
 

Dinner menu consists of potato salad, pot roast, baked potato, scalloped potatoes, cole 

slaw, corn bread, pork chop, baby back ribs, chicken sandwich, Texas bbq, pulled pork 

sandwich, turkey sandwich, stuffed potatoes, melts, sausage sandwich 

 

 
 

Schoepf’s:  (254) 939-1151 



 
 

December NCS & Back-Up NCS Schedule 
 

December 1st:                     December 8th: 
Net Control:  AD5SK                 KE5ISN 
Back-Up:  KE5ISN                    W5VEX 
 

December 15th:                December 22nd: 
Net Control:  W5VEX               K6WXA 
Back-Up:  K6WXA                     AD5SK 
 

December 29th: 
Net Control:  AD5SK 
Back-Up:  KE5ISN 

 

 
 

   This event takes place on all authori- 
zed amateur frequencies and modes from 
0001Z to 2400Z, December 3rd.  More 
information can be found by visiting:  
http://www.wrh.noaa.gov/mtr/hamradio  
 

Battleship Texas - NA5DV 
On the Air December 7th 

 

 
 

   As part of the December 7th Pearl 
Harbor Day commemoration, the U.S.S. 
Texas (NA5DV) will be activated by the 
Bay Area Amateur Radio Club – NB5F. 
   For more info, visit: www.na5dv.org 

 
 

   Contest period runs from 0001Z, 
December 10th to 2359Z, December 11th.  
   For more information, please visit: 
http://www.arrl.org/10-meter  
 

 
 

POLICE REPORTER 
 

 
 

   Based on true crime stories, The 

Police Reporter was a fifteen minute 
dramatic series which first aired on 
WEAF New York, on December 15th, 
1933. 
   “The Police Reporter” was a quarter- 
hour drama that might remind you a bit 
of “front page drama” in its sensation- 
alism and melodrama.  What made the 
series unique was that all of the stories 
featured are true; none of the names 
have been changed to protect the 
innocent, as the saying goes.  The series 
used real names, dates and locations, so 
it’s easy to track down information on 
the real cases dramatized on many of the 
programs. 
   There were 26 episodes in the series 
and you can tune-in again to these shows 
by going to:  
http://www.archive.org/details/OTRR_P
olice_Reporter_Singles  



 
 

   Since our last visit, FEMA has come 
out with a handful of new courses in 
their independent study program:  IS-29 
Public Information Officer Awareness; 

IS-546.12 Continuity of Operations 

Awareness Course; IS-552 The Public 

Works Role in Emergency Management 
and IS-559 Local Damage Assessment. 
   For a complete list of all the courses 
offered by FEMA, please visit: 
http://training.fema.gov/IS/crslist.asp?pa
ge=all  

 

Texas VHF-FM Society’s 
Texas 2M FM Simplex 

Challenge 

 

   Contest period is from 2 PM through 5 
PM, Sunday, December 15th on the 
following simplex frequencies:  145.520, 
145.540, 145.560, 145.580, 145.600, 
145.620, 145.640, 145.660, 145.680,  
145.700, 145.720, 145.740, 145.760, 
145.780, 146.420, 146.440, 146.460, 
146.480, 146.500, NOT.520, 146.540, 

146.560, 146.580, 146.600, 147.420, 
147.440, 147.460, 147.480, 147.500, 
147.520, 147.540, 147.560 and 147.580 
with the objective of making as many 
contacts as possible with stations in Texas 
on 2 Meter simplex frequencies. 
   For operating rules, entry categories, log 
submissions and more information, visit:  
http://www.txvhffm.org/documents/challe
ngerules.pdf  
 

 
 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 
 

Net Control Operators Wanted 

 

 
 

 
 

   At the November 1st CTARC general 
membership meeting, elections were 
held for new club officers to carry 
CTARC through the coming year. 
 

Elected into office were: 

 

President:  Priscilla Beauregard, KE5UES 
Vice President:  Gil Rymer, W5GLR 
Secretary:  Bonnie Moeller, KE5VYZ 
Treasurer:  Kenneth Watkins, KE5ISN 

Director:  Richard Diller, KE5ULJ  
 

 
 

   CTARC extends its congratulations to 
our own Robert Shoemaker - KE5WVC, 
who has been elected President of the 
Temple Amateur Radio Club. 

   The Central Texas Amateur 
Radio Net is need of persons 
to be Net Control Operators. 
   If you’re interested, contact 
Kenneth Watkins – KE5ISN  
at: ke5isn@aol.com.  

 
No matter how far we may wander, 
Texas lingers with us, coloring our 
perceptions of the world.  
– Elmer Kelto 
 



Radio Days Are Back:  Ham Radio Licenses at an All-Time High 
Michelle Macaluso, Fox News 

 

   The newest trend in American communication isn’t another SmartPhone from Apple or 
Google but one of the elder statesmen of communication: Ham radio licenses are at an all 
time high, with over 700,000 licenses in the United States, according to the Federal 
Communications Commission. 
 

 
 

Allen Pitts - W1AGP, a spokesman for the group, told Fox News. 
   The unusual slang term -- a “ham” is more properly known as an amateur radio 
operator -- described a poor operator when the first wireless operators started out in the 
early 1900s.  At that time, government and coastal ships would have to compete with 
amateurs for signal time, because stations all battled for the same radio wavelength. 
Frustrated commercial operators called the amateurs “hams” and complained that they 
jammed up the signal. 

 
                                                                                                                                     John Pritchett - W6JWK of Fresno, CA 

turning the dial on his amateur radio and listening attentively for a voice through the high 
radio frequency.  But he’s not looking for aliens:  Pritchett is dialing in to make contact 
with someone around the world.  Pritchett can communicate with people around the globe 
or even astronauts in space by talking through his microphone or using Morse code. 
   “Amateur radio came into play very much during the major earthquake in the Bay Area 
in 1989. The only thing I had was a little handheld radio.  Nothing else worked, tele- 
phones didn’t work, cellphones didn’t work, amateur radio just kept right on working,” 
Pritchett said. 
   With more people joining the hobby, local ham radio businesses are growing as well. 
Amateur Electronics Supply in Las Vegas sells everything to do with ham radios, from 
transceivers, amplifiers and antennas to handhelds.  “We have clientele from all walks of 
life,” manager Luke Rohn - KK7XX, told Fox News.  “We have church groups who are 
interested in ham radio for a viable source of communication in times of natural disaster.  

   Ham radio first took the nation by storm nearly 
a hundred years ago.  Last month the FCC 
logged 700,314 licenses, with nearly 40,000 new 
ones in the last five years.  Compare that with 
2005 when only 662,600 people hammed it up 
and you’ll see why the American Radio Relay 
League - the authority on all things ham - is 
calling it a “golden age.”  “Over the last five 
years we’ve had 20-25,000 new hams a year,” 

   People like John Pritchett - W6JWK, have 
used the slang term ever since.  “It takes an 
inquisitive mind that wants the challenge to 
speak with the rest of the world,” Pritchett told 
Fox News.  “I meet a lot of people as a result 
amateur radio.  It’s a fascinating experience to 
meet somebody who you’ve talked to for years 
-- when you finally meet them and go, wow, 
that’s you.”  Pritchett has been a ham for over 
35 years.  He sits in his ham shack slowly  



 
Luke Rohn - KK7XX of Amateur Electronics Supply 

 

We have young kids that find ham radio 
interesting.  Maybe they’ve heard about 
it through their father and grandfather 
and it’s a lot of fun for them.”  
   According to the American Radio 
Relay League, retirees and emergency 
groups are among the main reasons for 
the nearly 30,000 new hams that pick up 
the hobby each year.  Ham is a boon for 
safety as well as a fun pastime: When 
normal communications methods fail 
and cellphone towers are jammed, ham 
radios will still work and can help out in 
disaster situations, because they don’t 
require towers to relay the signal. 
   Looking to ham it up a bit with some 
friends? Try a fox hunt -- the radio 
equivalent of ham-to-ham combat.  In a 
fox hunt, local amateur radio clubs 
search for a transmitter (called the fox) 
using their homemade antennas.  “The 
fox hunting is really fun -- the thrill of 
the chase, the competition of being the 
first to find the transmitter,” said Rob 
Mavis - AE6GE, president of the Clovis 
Amateur Radio Pioneers club in Clovis, 
Calif. 
   Ham radio is inexpensive fun, as well: 
All you need is a couple hundred bucks 
to get started and a FCC license - which 
is free, but requires a $10 to $12 fee to 
cover expenses.  
   So join the latest craze -- no iPhone 
app required. 
 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 

Special Event Stations 
 

   A team of German operators will 
activate Namibia between early 
December and mid-January of 2012.  
DJ2HD, DH3WO, DK1CE and 
DJ2BQ, each will be signing portable 
V5.  Activity will be on 160 through 10 
meters using CW, SSB and RTTY.  QSL 
as directed on the air. 
   F4FOO will be active as 5V7MA from 
Togo between December 19th and 
January 4th.  Operations will be on 20 
through 10 meters SSB.  QSL via his 
home callsign. 
   HB9IQB plans to be active as E44PM 
in Ramallah starting at 0001 UTC on 
December 16th. 
   IV3TMM will be active from Burundi 
28 December 2011 - 4 January 2012 as 
9U3TMM on SSB and RTTY.  QSL via 
his home callsign. 
   AA4VK, N1SNB and WA4DAN say 
that they will be active portable CYØ 
between December 29th and January 6th 
on Sable Island.  For more details and 
updates, visit www.cy0dxpedition.com. 
   DL7DF will be in Kenya until the 6th 
of December as 5Z4HW and will 
operate on 160 through 10 meters using 
CW, SBB, RTTY, PSK31 and SSTV as 
often as possible.  QSL via his home 
callsign. 

 
 

 

We may not be called until all else 
has failed, but we amateurs will be 
the ones who show the 
“professionals” how things are 
done. 12 volts, a piece of wire, and 
it’s “Who ya wanna talk to, Jack?”    
- Bud Garretson, AD5SK 
 



Celebrating 50 Years of OSCAR-1 and Amateur Radio Satellites 
 

   1961... It was the middle of the Cold War.  John F. Kennedy is inaugurated as the 35th 
President of the United States.  The Bay of Pigs invasion fails in Cuba.  The Beatles 
perform for the first time at the Cavern Club in Liverpool.  Freedom Riders are arrested 
in Jackson, Mississippi for “disturbing the peace” after disembarking from their bus. 
Construction of the Berlin Wall begins.  Roger Maris of the New York Yankees hits his 
61st home run in the last game of the season, beating the 34 year old record held by Babe 
Ruth.  Barbie gets a boyfriend when Mattel introduces the Ken doll. 
 

 
                                                                                                                                                                                         OSCAR-1 

and the US Air Force, a launch opportunity on a Thor DM-21 Agena-B rocket from 
Vandenberg Air Force Base in California was secured for the very first amateur radio 
satellite: OSCAR-1.  It was successfully launched into a low Earth orbit on the morning of 
December 12, 1961 - four years after the launch of Sputnik 1.  The satellite was also the 
world’s first non-government bird. 
 

 
    Launch of OSCAR-1, Dec.12, 1961 

 

Earth’s atmosphere on January 31, 1962 after 312 revolutions.  OSCAR-1 opened the 
door to the world of amateur radio satellite communications.  Fifty years later, amateur 
radio operators continue to build and launch radio satellites that perform and function in 
ways the original designers could only imagine. 
 

   December 12, 1961 OSCAR 1 -- Orbiting Satellite Carrying Amateur 
Radio -- the very first amateur radio satellite, is launched into space 
piggyback with Discover 36, a United States Air Force satellite. 
   Barely four months after the successful launch of Sputnik 1, the 
United States launched the unmanned Explorer 1 on January 31, 1958.  
At about that same time, a group of hams on the West Coast - Lance 
Ginner, K6GSJ; Chuck Smallhouse, W6MGZ; Ed Beck, K6ZX; Al 
Diem; Chuck Townes, K6LFH (SK), and Nick Marshall, W6OLO (SK) 
- begin toying with the idea of launching an amateur radio satellite into 
orbit and organized themselves into “Project OSCAR”.  After a series 
of high level exchanges among Project OSCAR members, the ARRL  

   The satellite was built, quite literally, in the basements and 
garages of the Project OSCAR team.  It was the first 
satellite to be ejected as a secondary payload from a primary 
launch vehicle and then enter a separate orbit.  This was 
accomplished using a very high technology and thermally 
balanced ejection system: a $1.15 spring from Sears.  The 
total out-of-pocket cost (not including material donations) of 
OSCAR-1 was only $68.00. 
   The satellite was box shaped with a single monopole 
antenna and battery powered.  570 Amateurs in 28 countries 
reported receiving its simple “HI-HI” Morse code signals on 
144.983 MHz until January 1st, 1962, when the 140 mW 
transmitter onboard discharged its batteries after three 
weeks.  Because of its low altitude, OSCAR-1 only remained 
in orbit for 22 days before burning up as it re-entered the 



  
 

First Issue of QST Nr. 1 December 1915 
 

   After considering the matter for several months, it has finally been decided to issue 
regularly some kind of a bulletin to League members.  During last winter, the need for 
this was very apparent.  Many stations would have been brought together which never got 
together, if there had been a regular circular distributed which contained general 
information.  The difficulty has always been how to pay for it.  The members did not 
order the new List of Stations book and License Certificates as fast as they ought to have, 
and the officers had to go down in their own pockets to pay the printers bill, clerical help, 
postage, supplies, etc.  It did not seem wise to continue to spend money on circulars or 
bulletins unless the members indicated enough interest to at least get the List of Stations 
book. 
 

 
 

first bulletin of general information on relay matters and they hope to follow it each 
month with a new one.  At the end of three months, the President and Secretary hope that 
QST will be able to pay for itself, and that the sale of Books and Licenses will have 
brought in enough money to pay back to the two officers mentioned, the sums which 
have been advanced to print and distribute the recent list of Stations Books, Message 
Blanks, License Certificates, etc. 

 

   After obtaining the views of several members and thinking 
it over, the President and Secretary finally decided to risk a 
few more dollars on a different plan.  This new plan was to 
make the circular or bulletin, take the form of a magazine, 
which the membership would be willing to support.  Enough 
money would have to be put in to distribute three or four 
issues of the magazine in order that the amateurs throughout 
the country could get acquainted with it and come to like it 
well enough to be willing to buy it. 
   After much bard work, the President and Secretary out of 
their own pockets have produced QST Nr 1.  It constitutes the 

   Of course the success of this plan hinges upon whether 
the membership will send in their dollar right away for the 
List of Stations book and the License Certificate and also 
whether they will subscribe to QST.  If they do, we are all 
right, and we have a fine future promised us.  If they do 
not, then the President and Secretary will have lost their 
money and wasted a lot of hard work. 
 
 
 
 
 
- QST, December 1915, Page 6 



    
 
   The 2011 Atlantic Hurricane Season began on June 1st, and ends on November 30th. 
On April 7, 2011, Colorado State University forecasters William Gray and Phil 
Klotzbach indicated that the 2011 hurricane season would be above-average. Specifically, 
they said that nine hurricanes were expected for the 2011 season, with five of those 
hurricanes being of Category 3 intensity or higher.  Including those predicted nine major 
storms for 2011, they believed there would be a total of 16 named storms. 
 

 
                                                                                                                                First storm of the season:  Tropical Storm Arlene 

 

   The first hurricane of the season was Hurricane Irene.  It was born as a tropical storm  
on August 20th, east of the Antigua Islands.  Two days later it strengthened into a 
Category 1 hurricane.   
 

 
   Irene – first hurricane and first major hurricane of the  

                    2011 Atlantic Hurricane Season 

 

   On the East Coast, U.S. air carriers cancelled nearly 9,000 flights.  Aboard the 
International Space Station NASA astronaut Mike Fossum said that Hurricane Irene, like 
all hurricanes, looks “terrifying from above” and its evolution into a major storm has 
been unmistakable from orbit. 

 

2011 Atlantic Hurricane 
Season Ends 

   What transpired during the season, were a total 
of 18 named storm systems.   Of those, a total of 
6 reached hurricane strength with 3 of those six 
attaining Category 3 intensity or higher. 
   The first storm of the Atlantic season, Tropical 
Storm Arlene, was born on June 28th just off the 
east coast of Mexico.  It would go on to impact 
the Mexican coast killing 22 in its path as it  
lumbered  slowly across the country with torren- 
tial rains, flooding and mud slides. 
   The victims ranged in age from 12 to 65. 

   By August 24th it further developed to Category 
3 strength, making it also the first major hurricane 
of the Atlantic season. 
   Irene eventually made landfall on August 27th 
along the North Carolina coast, becoming the first 
hurricane to strike the U.S. since Hurricane Ike in 
September of 2008. 
   In New York City, the mayor issued the city’s 
first ever mandatory evacuation notices, as the city 
faced up to the arrival of Hurricane Irene. 
   At least 40 deaths in 11 states were attributed to 
Hurricane Irene; most as a result of falling trees. 



   The last storm of the season was Tropical Storm Sean, which was born as a Sub-
Tropical Storm on November 8th in the Atlantic. 

 
                                                                                                                                  Last storm of the season – Tropical Storm Sean 

 

Winter Solstice 
 

   The Winter Solstice marking the first 
day of winter and the shortest day of the 
year, will officially arrive for those of us 
in Texas, on Wednesday, December 21st 
at 11:30 PM CST.  
 

 
 

   With a forecast already in place for a  
drier and warmer than normal winter, it 
will be interesting to see what this 
coming winter brings Central Texas. 
   You might recall that last year, the first 
day of winter brought record highs 
across the region with temperatures in 
the mid to upper 80’s.   
   According to Epic Magazine the 
weather of Texas is remarkable for its 
versatility and suddenness.  Often told on 
this subject is the one about the farmer who 
started to town in a wagon drawn by an ox 
team.  On the way, one of the oxen froze to 
death and while he was skinning it, the other 
died of sunstroke.   

Panel Says Wild Weather to 
Worsen 

 

   Freakish weather disasters - from the 
sudden October snowstorm in the 
Northeast U.S. to the record floods in 
Thailand - are striking more often says a 
climate report from the Nobel Prize-
winning Intergovernmental Panel on 
Climate Change. 
   The report marks a change in climate 
science from focusing on subtle changes 
in daily average temperatures, to 
concentrating on the harder-to-analyze 
freak events that grab headlines, cause 
economic damage and kill people.  The 
drought in Texas and the Southwest U.S.  
is also the type of event the panel says 
will happen more often as the world 
warms.   

 

   It would later go on to merge with a cold front 
on November 11th and fizzle out without making 
landfall.  As a result, the National Weather 
Service issued its final advisory concerning Sean 
on the 11th and all watches and warnings were 
lifted. 
   Interestingly enough, there were no Category 4 
or Category 5 hurricanes associated with this 
year’s Atlantic hurricane season. 
   With the end of hurricane season, any hope of 
a land-falling storm system to aid in ending our 
state’s drought has been dashed. 



First use of Wireless in a Man-Hunt 
 
   One of the most celebrated twentieth-century murder cases is that of Dr. Hawley 
Harvey Crippen.  It was the first murder case in which Marconi telegraph signals were 
used in a manhunt. 

 
                                                                                                                                                            Dr. Hawley Harvey Crippen 

 
 

   Crippen found consolation for this treatment in the arms of Ethel le Neve, a typist who 
had worked for him for over seven years.  By 1910 Ethel and Crippen had been lovers for 
three years.  
 

 
          Cora Crippen aka Belle Elmore 

 

£3,195.  On the 2nd his wife should have attended a weekly meeting of the Music Hall 
Ladies Guild.  However, Ethel turned up with two letters signed by Belle, but not in her 
handwriting, explaining that she had had to return to America because of a relative’s 
illness and that she would have to resign from the Guild.  
   As time passed, Belle’s friends thought it was strange that they failed to hear from her. 
On the 12th of March Ethel moved into Hilldrop Crescent and they called themselves Mr. 
and Mrs. Crippen.  They went to France for five days, leaving on the 16th of March and 
staying over Easter.  
   The day they departed, a music hall friend of Cora’s received a telegram sent from 
Victoria Station, it said:  “Belle died yesterday at six o'clock... Shall be away a week… 
Peter.”  Crippen was known to his acquaintances as “Peter”.  Crippen told people that his 

   Hawley Harvey Crippen qualified in America as a 
doctor in 1885 and, at the time, worked for a patent 
medicine company.  In September 1905, Crippen and his 
wife Cora moved to 39 Hilldrop Crescent, Holloway, in 
London.  Cora took in paying guests; she also had 
gentleman friends who visited her while her husband 
was at work.  
   Cora Crippen was born Kunigunde Mackamotzki, but 
preferred to be known by her stage-name of Belle 
Elmore.  Unfortunately her singing talents were not as 
great as she liked to believe them to be, although she did 
manage to maintain a career of sorts in the music hall.  
Her flamboyantly dressed ample figure was only 
matched by her meanness, though both were tolerated by 
her diminutive husband.  
 

   By December 1909, Cora had grown tired of him, and 
she knew that Ethel le Neve had been his mistress.  She 
threatened to leave Crippen, which would have been 
excellent news for him, but she was also planning to take 
their joint savings with her.  On 15 December 1909, Mrs. 
Crippen gave notice of withdrawal to their bank. 
   A month later on the 17th of January, Crippen ordered 
five grains of hyoscine, a poison, from a New Oxford 
Street chemist.  He collected the poison on the 19th and 
signed the chemist’s register.  On the 2nd and 9th of 
February Crippen pawned some of his wife’s jewellery for  



wife had died in America and had been cremated.  All went well until the 28th of June 
when Mr. and Mrs. Nash, friends of Belle, questioned Crippen about his wife’s death.  
   Mr. Nash got in touch with a friend of his at Scotland Yard.  Chief Inspector Walter 
Dew was asked to investigate.  Dew visited Crippen who told him that he had made up 
the stories about his wife’s demise to cover up the fact that she had left him for another 
man and he didn’t want to face the scandal involved.  Dew left satisfied with the 
explanation but, after the following weekend, decided to pay Crippen another visit.  

 
       The cellar at 39 Hilldrop Crescent 

 

Traces of hyoscine, in sufficient quantities to indicate a lethal dose, were found in various 
organs.  An arrest warrant was issued for Crippen and le Neve on the 16th of July.  
   On July 20th, the ‘SS Montrose’ sailed from Antwerp bound for Quebec.  The ship’s 
commander, Captain Kendall, noticed two of his passengers, Mr. Robinson and his ‘son’, 
John, and had his suspicions aroused by their unusually affectionate behavior.   
 

 

murder hunt.                                                            Telegram sent by Captain Kendall from the SS Montrose 

 

   As the ship steamed into Quebec, a pilot boat came alongside.  On board was Dew, 
dressed as a pilot.  Dew arrested them both and they were returned to London.  
   The trial of Dr. Crippen opened on Tuesday, the 18th of October 1910.  Crippen’s 
defense was that there was no proof that the remains in the cellar were those of a woman, 
never mind those of his wife.  After a trial lasting four days the jury was out for only 27 
minutes before returning with a guilty verdict and he was sentenced to death.  Ethel le 
Neve was tried and acquitted.  Crippen was hanged in Pentonville Prison on the 23rd of 
November 1910, by Hangman John Ellis. 

   Two days later he radioed to the ship’s owners 
voicing his suspicions in a telegram which 
stated:   “Have strong suspicions that Crippen 

London cellar murderer and accomplice are 

amongst saloon passengers moustache taken off 

growing beard accomplice dressed as boy voice 

manner and build undoubtedly a girl both 

travelling as Mr and Master Robinson = 

Kendall”. 
   It was the first time that wireless was used in a 
murder hunt.                                                     

   He was astounded to learn that Crippen had 
instructed his partner to wind up their business and 
that he was going to be absent for some time.  Dew 
also learned that Crippen had had the office boy 
purchase some clothing suitable for a boy.  Dew 
returned to Hilldrop Crescent and during an exhaustive 
search of the building discovered some loose bricks in 
the cellar floor.  On prying up the bricks they 
discovered a heap of human flesh and hair, but no 
bones.  
   Medical examination of the remains gave the 
information that the corpse was that of a stout female, 
who bleached her hair and who had had an abdominal 
operation.   


